The NA61 Experiment at CERN SPS is a large acceptance hadron spectrometer, aimed at studying of hadronhadron, hadron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus interactions in a fixed target environment. The present paper discusses the construction and performance of the Low Momentum Particle Detector (LMPD), a small time projection chamber unit which has been added to the original NA61 setup. The LMPD considerably extends the detector acceptance towards the backward region, surrounding the target in hadron-nucleus interactions. The LMPD features simultaneous range and ionization measurements, which allows for particle identification and momentum measurement in the 0.1 -0.25 GeV/c momentum range for protons. The possibility of proton identification in this range is directly demonstrated.
107
The integration of the LMPD unit into the NA61 en- 
Principle of operation

116
The detector exploits the simultaneous measurements 117 of ionization (dE/dx) and range, which, due to the differ-118 ent mass, makes a differentiation between particle types. interspersed with absorber layers.
135
The actual design was guided by a simulation based 136 on the Photon Absorption Ionization (PAI) [15] model.
137
The comparison between the simulation and the mea-
138
surements are discussed in detail in Section 5.3. 
Detector outline
140
The Low Momentum Particle Detector is a small time are read out by a multi wire proportional chamber.
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212
Since the LMPD detects highly ionizing slow parti-
213
cles, the optimal gas multiplication gain is below the 214 typical TPC gains designed for minimum ionization. 
218
The typical proton momentum is lower for those settings have no effect on the collection efficiency.
246
The simulations confirmed the approach in which a 247 single wire layer was installed, simplifying the con- LVDS connection line towards a concentrator box (CB).
Read-out and electronics
269
These further serialize the data to a DDL optical con-270 nection line [21, 22] (including all subunits).
274
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Target and trigger system
Krypton calibration
357
For the analysis of the Kr data collected with LMPD, in Fig. 10 . 
405
The second step of the reconstruction is finding of The cluster and reconstruction, calibration and analy-489 sis software is implemented in the standard offline soft-490 ware framework, Shine, of the NA61 experiment [26] .
491
The performance of the event reconstruction was veri- 
Comparison to PAI simulation of dE/dx
529
The measured dE/dx distributions in the first detec- target, and high ionization tracks can be tagged as grey 549 particle candidates. In some momentum ranges, defined 550 by absorbers, particle identification is directly possible, 551 differentiating protons from pions or heavy fragments.
552
The detector will provide useful input for understanding 
